. Rank functors on a quiver Q are certain additive functors from the category of representations of Q to the category of finite-dimensional vector spaces.
I
There is a rich body of work on quiver representations from both algebraic and geometric viewpoints (see articles such as [Kac83, KR86, Nak96, Rei08] ). The goal of this paper is to establish a geometric property of quiver rank functions, tools which previously have been used to study tensor products and other algebraic aspects of quiver representations. We work over an arbitrary field K throughout the paper.
A quiver is just another name for a finite directed graph (possibly with loops, parallel edges, etc.) and a representation of a quiver Q is an assignment of a finite-dimensional vector space to each vertex and a linear map to each arrow of Q (Section 2 covers background and establishes notation). Maps between Q and other quivers give rise to associated quiver rank functions on Q. These are generalizations of the classical rank of a linear map in that they assign to each representation of Q a nonnegative integer which, roughly, measures the dimension of the largest vector space which is "propagated" in some way through the representation. Rank functions are additive with respect to direct sum and certain ones are multiplicative with respect to the pointwise tensor product of representations. They have been used to study representation rings of quivers; for example, the multiplicative rank functions on a rooted tree quiver are in bijection with a complete set of primitive, orthogonal idempotents in its representation ring [Kin10] .
If we consider the space of matrices of a fixed size × , allowing the entries to vary in the field K, we get an algebraic variety M on which the classical rank function is semicontinuous (with respect to the Zariski topology, which we use throughout). In the quiver setting, if we fix a dimension vector for Q (i.e., a non-negative integer for each vertex), we can take matrices of appropriate sizes over each arrow and allow their entries to vary to get every representation of Q with vector spaces of the prescribed dimensions. This is the representation space of Q of dimension vector α, written Rep(Q α) or Rep(α) (see Section 2.2). As an algebraic variety, it is just isomorphic to an affine space, but it carries the action of a base change group whose orbits are in bijection with the isomorphism classes of representations of Q of dimension vector α. Since rank functions for quivers are defined in terms of representation theory (using certain left and right approximation functors), it is not clear that they are geometric in any sense analogous to classical rank. One can give examples showing that generalized rank functions are not semicontinuous on Rep(Q α), but in specific cases they can often be described by vanishing and non-vanishing of some collections of matrix minors. In these examples, rank Q will denote the "global rank function" of Q, which is used to construct other rank functions (Section 2.1).
. Then it is straightforward to compute from the definition that
which is not (in general) semi-continuous on representation spaces. For example, using the dimension vector ( ) = (1 2 1) and representations X Y Z given by we find that rank Q (X) = rank Q (Z) = 0 while rank Q (Y ) = 1. But Z is in the orbit closure of Y , which in turn is in the orbit closure of X, demonstrating that rank Q is neither upper-nor lower-semicontinuous on this representation space.
Sometimes there is no simple description of the global rank function in terms of dimensions of a finite number of kernels, images, etc.
Example 2. Let Q be the double loop quiver, so a representation is of the form
where A B are × matrices. Denote by A =0 the largest A-stable subspace of K whose intersection with ker A is trivial (i.e., the sum of the generalized eigenspaces of A corresponding to nonzero eigenvalues), and denote by A 0 the largest subspace of K killed by some power of A (the generalized eigenspace of A with eigenvalue 0). So we have K = A 0 ⊕ A =0 , and also K = B 0 ⊕ B =0 similarly. Then rank Q (V ) is the dimension of the largest subspace of A =0 ∩ B =0 which is stable under both A and B, modulo the smallest subspace of K which is stable under A B and contains A 0 + B 0 .
Examples like these lead one to guess that quiver rank functions have some geometric behavior at least. Recall that a subset of a variety X is said to be constructible if it can be obtained from a finite number of subsets of X, each of which is either open or closed in X, via unions and intersections [Har77,  
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In this section, we establish notation and recall the definitions of quiver rank functions and representation spaces. Basic algebraic facts about quiver representations used throughout this paper can be found in the book [ASS06] , while the article [KR86] provides a good introduction to the geometric side. A representation φ of a quiver Q consists of a list of vector spaces (V ) indexed by the vertices of Q, and a list of linear maps (φ ) indexed by the arrows of Q. The map φ goes from the vector space at the tail of to the vector space at the head of . There is an appropriate notion of a morphism between two representations of the same quiver, which gives a category Rep(Q) of representations of Q. The reason that we use φ rather than the more common V to denote a representation is that we will be primarily interested in fixing the spaces V while letting the maps φ vary.
2.1. Quiver rank functions. We briefly review the construction of the global rank function of a quiver here; more detail and examples can be found in [Kin08] . A representation φ of a quiver Q has a unique largest subrepresentation E (φ) in which the map assigned to each arrow is an epimorphism. Dually, it has a unique largest quotient M (φ) which has an injective map associated to each arrow. The image of the composition E (φ) ֒ φ ։ M (φ), denoted R(φ), has an isomorphism over each arrow. Here and throughout the paper we only work with connected quivers, so that this forces the vector spaces associated to the vertices in R(φ) to have a common dimension; this nonnegative integer is then defined to be the global rank of φ, written rank Q (φ). It is fairly easy to verify that E , M , and R are functors, and so this number depends only on the isomorphism class of φ in Rep(Q).
To get more invariants of a representation (numbers depending only on the isomorphism class), we employ morphisms between quivers. These are just maps which send vertices to vertices and arrows to arrows in a manner compatible with the heads and tails of the arrows. For any morphism of quivers : Q ′ → Q, there is an associated pullback functor
for each vertex and arrow (see Example 5 below). The pushforward * :
(where we consider the maps φ to be defined on the total vector space V by taking φ (V ) = 0 when = ). It is easy to see that * commutes with tensor product while * does not in general.
A map : Q ′ → Q induces a function rank on Q given by
and a function rank on
While both rank and rank are additive with respect to direct sum, only rank will be multiplicative with tensor product, in general. Given a sequence of quivers Q 1 Q and morphisms of quivers
we can even chain together pushforwards and pullbacks to get a function
2 1 * φ) which will at least be additive. Note that if we compose two quiver morphisms Q 1 − Q 2 − Q 3 , we get ( ) * = * * and ( ) * = * * , so there is no loss of generality in only considering chains (5) with alternating directions of morphisms.
Definition 3. Any function of the form (6) for some sequence of quiver morphisms (5) will be called an (additive) rank function on Q.
Remark 4. In the papers [Kin08, Kin10] , the term "rank function" is only applied to multiplicative rank functions. Since the results of this paper are not a priori related to multiplicativity, we use the term more broadly to avoid introducing new terminology for nonmultiplicative functions and unnecessarily complicating the language throughout.
Example 5. Let : Q ′ → Q be given below where the vertex and arrow labels indicate the map :
(e.g., send both the vertices labeled by 3 in Q ′ to the one vertex labeled by 3 in Q). Then for ψ ∈ Rep(Q) we can see the pullback * ψ illustrated by
In this case, the global rank function of Q can be computed from the definition to be rank Q ψ = dim ψ (Im ψ ∩Im ψ ), while on the other hand rank ψ = dim ψ ψ ∩ψ ψ .
Example 6. Let Q ′ be the -subspace quiver and Q of type A 2 , labeled as
and : Q ′ → Q sending the vertex 0 to 0, and all other vertices to [ ]. All the arrows of Q ′ must collapse to in Q. The pushforward of φ ∈ Rep(Q ′ ) can be seen as
and we find that rank Q ′ φ = dim Im φ , while rank φ = dim Im φ . If we first restrict to a subquiver of Q ′ (pullback along the inclusion), then pushforward along (the restriction of) , we get the functions dim ∈J Im φ for any subset J ⊆ {1 }.
Representation spaces.
We start by recalling the definitions of Rep(Q α), the associated base change group, and quiver Grassmannians. Fix an arbitrary quiver Q and a dimension vector α for Q. Since we will only be interested in a fixed quiver, we often omit Q from the notation. For an arrow , we let and be the tail and head of , respectively; for a vertex , denote by α( ) ∈ Z ≥0 the component of α at the vertex . The representation space of Q of dimension vector α, written Rep(Q α) or simply Rep(α), can be defined as
which carries an induced action of the base change group
indexed by the arrows of Q, and two points correspond to isomorphic objects in Rep(Q) if and only if they lie in the same orbit of GL(α).
If β is another dimension vector for Q, with β(
where Gr ( ) is the classical Grassmannian of -dimensional subspaces of K . Thus a point W ∈ Gr β (α) is given by a collection of subspaces (W ⊆ K α( ) ). Then the bundle of β-dimensional subrepresentations on Rep(α) is the incidence locus 
and is a vector bundle over the homogeneous GL(α)-space Gr β (α),
The fiber over a representation φ ∈ Rep(α) is a projective variety that parametrizes the β-dimensional subrepresentations of φ, and the fiber over a collection of subspaces W ∈ Gr β (α) parametrizes the α-dimensional representations which stabilize W .
Dually, one can define Gr β (α) using Grassmannians of quotient spaces Gr ( ), and construct the bundle of β-dimensional of quotient representations
with ′ projective and ′ a vector bundle. For a map between quivers : Q ′ → Q, the pullback and pushforward functors induce maps between representation spaces of the appropriate dimensions. From the definitions (1) and (2) we see that these are regular maps of algebraic varieties, so the images of constructible sets under these maps are constructible. In general, simply looking at all representations where a rank function takes some fixed value may not be very interesting. So we consider more general loci described by rank functions.
Definition 7. A rank locus in Rep(α) is a collection of points satisfying some finite list of linear inequalities in the values of rank functions.
For a fixed α, any rank function on Rep(α) is bounded above by a constant depending on α and the sequence of maps (5) used to construct the rank function. So from the remarks in the preceding paragraph, we see that rank loci are constructible in general if and only if the global rank function of any quiver is constructible in general.
Example 8. When Q is of type A, that is, the underlying graph is of the form
with any orientation of the arrows, we have that multiplicative rank functions are in bijection with the isomorphism classes of indecomposables. An isomorphism class in Rep(Q) (equivalently, a GL(α) orbit in Rep(α)) is completely determined by the values of these rank functions, so any GL(α)-stable subvariety of Rep(α) can be described as a rank locus.
More specifically, a connected subquiver of Q can be specified by giving its extremal vertices and , with 1 ≤ ≤ ≤ . We get a rank function on Q by restriction to this subquiver (a special case of pullback) then applying the global rank function of the subquiver. The indecomposable representations V of Q are also in bijection with pairs 1 ≤ ≤ ≤ , and we have that
(This follows from [Kin08, Theorem 30], for example.) By inclusion-exclusion, we find that the multiplicity of V in a representation V is then
(where we take = 0 if or lie outside {1 }), which allows any orbit to be described by rank functions.
Remark 9. Example 8 generalizes to other Dynkin quivers with a "rooted" orientation at a minuscule node (see the end of Section 3.4 of [Kin09] for a more detailed account). By also utilizing nonmultiplicative rank functions, the author expects this to work for any Dynkin quiver. But how to explicitly describe multiplicities of indecomposables with rank functions for a general Dynkin quiver remains an open question. We also note that while multiplicative rank functions provide information about the tensor product of representations, they might not be the best way of describing rank loci in representation spaces. For example, Abeasis and Del Fra used certain nonmultiplicative "rank parameters" (which can be described in terms of our rank functions) to parametrize the orbits for equioriented D type quivers (notice that it is rooted at a minuscule node). Their functions have the advantage of allowing one to describe degenerations (containment of orbit closures) very easily.
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Our first goal is to show that the global rank function
is constructible. We will need an intuitive lemma at several points, which we dispose of here.
Lemma 10. Let G be an algebraic group, H a closed subgroup, and : E → G/H a G-equivariant vector bundle. Then for any G-equivariant subset C ⊆ E, we have that C is closed in E if and only if its intersection with each fiber F = −1 ( H) is closed in F.
Proof. Consider the map
First, we claim that C is closed in E if and only if −1 (C) is closed in G × F. Over any open set U ⊆ G/H which locally trivializes E, we get a diagram
π −1 (U) × F π× / / U × F π −1 (U) π / / U in
which we write π : G → G/H for the quotient map. To prove our claim, it is enough to show that C ∩(U ×F) is closed in U ×F if and only if
−1 (C)∩(π −1 (U)×F) is closed in π −1 (U) × F for any such U. But
the G-equivariance of C (and the fact that G acts transitively on G/H) gives that
, so the claim is verified. The intersection of a closed subset of E with F is of course closed in F. Now we consider the other projection ψ :
We will be interested in the case where G = GL(α), E = Rep(α), and G/H = Gr β (α). Denote by dim φ the dimension vector of a representation φ of Q, and recall the functors E M from Section 1.
Definition 11. For each dimension vector β, we define subsets of Rep(α):
These are empty unless β ≤ α. Say that a representation is epimorphic if each map in it is an epimorphism, so E (φ) is the unique maximal epimorphic subrepresentation of φ. Proof. First we will see that the set
it is the locus where the maps given by φ ∈ Rep(α) have full rank when restricted to W . By applying Lemma 10 to the complement of X, we see that it is open.
The projection (X) ⊆ Rep(α) is then the set of representations which have some epimorphic subrepresentation of dimension vector β, and so such a representation has maximal epimorphic subrepresentation of dimension vector at least β. So we define is constructible also, since the union on the right hand side is finite. A similar argument utilizing Rep(α ։ β) shows that M β is also constructible.
Lemma 13. The map
is a continuous section of over E β . Similarly, we have that
Proof. It is clear that • is the identity on E β , so we just need to show that is continuous. Retaining the definition of X from (7) in the proof of Proposition 12, we set E := −1 (E β ) for brevity and let Z :
That Im is contained in Z is immediate from the definitions, and we claim that Z = Im . A point of Z just a pair (W φ) with W a β-dimensional epimorphic subrepresentation of φ, but such that the unique maximal epimorphic subrepresentation E (φ) of φ has dimension β. So W = E (φ) for such a point, showing that (W φ) ∈ Im . Thus, and give inverse bijections
The locus Z is open in E, since X is open, but we will see that Z is also closed in E. Fixing a collection of subspaces W ∈ Gr β (α), let F = −1 ( W ) be the fiber over W , so by Lemma 10 it is enough to show that Z W := Z ∩F is closed in E W := E ∩F. We will do this by constructing it from an intersection of finite unions of closed sets. Fixing some other W = W ∈ Gr β (α), and an arrow ∈ Q , we wish to consider the locus in F consisting of pairs ( W φ) such that W is a subrepresentation of φ, but φ is not surjective when restricted to W . This is the set
which is closed in the vector space −1 ( W ) because it is given by the vanishing of minors of φ | W . Then also the finite union
is closed in −1 ( W ), which can be described as the locus of representations φ in the fiber over W which have W as a non-epimorphic subrepresentation.
Now we claim that
is not possible for W to be an epimorphic subrepresentation of φ because then W + W W would be a larger epimorphic subrepresentation, contradicting E (φ) = W . So φ | W is not surjective for some arrow , and thus
is an element of the right hand side, then in particular it is in E so dim E (φ) = β. But being an element of this intersection says exactly that no other β-dimensional subrepresentation W is epimorphic, which forces E (φ) = W , and so
Now we know that Z is closed in E. Since is a projective morphism, the map | E : E → E β obtained by base change is a closed map. Then it restricts to a closed map on the closed subset Z, where it is bijective from above, and thus its inverse is continuous.
Example 14. Let Q be the loop quiver and consider the dimension vectors α = 2, β = 1. Then a point of Rep(α) is given by a 2 × 2 matrix, and E β is the locus of matrices which are conjugate to
The fiber of Rep(β ⊂ α) − Rep(α) over a matrix M ∈ E β is two points, corresponding to the eigenspaces of M, and the bundle Rep(β ⊂ α) restricted to E β is isomorphic to two disjoint copies of E β . The section associates to a matrix the eigenspace with eigenvalue λ.
Now we are ready to prove the main result.
Theorem 15. For any nonnegative integer , the rank locus
is constructible in Rep(α). Thus, any rank locus is constructible.
Proof. Using Proposition 12, we have a finite partition
into constructible sets, so it is enough to show that the intersection of R with each set on the right hand side is constructible. From the construction of rank Q in Section 2.1, we see that for an arbitrary vertex the value rank Q (φ) = dim K R(φ) is equal to the rank of the linear map
Using Lemma 13 and its dual, the composition
is continuous, sending φ to (E (φ) M (φ)). Then projecting to the spaces associated to a particular vertex , we get a continuous map
where = α( ) = β( ) and = γ( ). Now consider the subset
, and is thus constructible.
In the representation space Rep(α), many points correspond to isomorphic representations, and in fact the isomorphism classes of representations of Q of dimension vector α are naturally in bijection with the GL(α) orbits on Rep(α). So if one wishes to construct a geometric space in which points parametrize some subset of the isomorphism classes of representations of a fixed dimension (i.e., a moduli space of representations), this amounts to putting a geometric structure on some set of orbits in Rep(α). One example is the moduli space of indecomposables of a fixed dimension introduced by Kac [Kac83] (via repeated application of Rosenlicht's theorem) and studied in [LeB88] . Since rank functions are constant on orbits, they give well-defined functions on these moduli spaces. 
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of Q by taking the vector spaces to be the spaces (W ), and the maps to be the restrictions of (φ ) to these spaces. Any rank function on Q may be applied to such a point, so we get induced rank functions on Rep(α ⊂ β). Each point also gives a quotient representation of φ simply by modding out the subrepresentation we just considered, and we can apply rank functions to this quotient. Now by considering inequalities among rank functions, we get rank loci in Rep(α ⊂ β) just like we did for Rep(α). We show that these loci are constructible also. By writing a rank locus in F using unions and intersections of some open subsets and some closed subsets of F, we may apply Lemma 10 to smear these around and see that the rank locus in Rep(β ⊂ α) can be written in the same way.
A fiber −1 (φ) is known as a quiver Grassmannian, written Gr β (φ). The isomorphism class of this variety only depends on the isomorphism class of φ, so sometimes we write Gr β (V ) for V ∈ Rep(Q). These are important in the study of cluster algebras [DWZ09, Kel08] . Since a rank locus in a quiver Grassmannians is just the intersection of a rank locus in Rep(β ⊂ α) with a (closed) fiber of , we get the following corollary.
Corollary 18. Rank loci in quiver Grassmannians are constructible.
Example 19. Let Q be the Kronecker quiver
and denote by P the indecomposable preprojective representation of dimension ( + 1). Similarly we write I for the indecomposable preinjective of dimension ( + 1 ), and R for the indecomposable representation of dimension ( ) in which the map over the bottom arrow is not an isomorphism (it is given by a single Jordan block of eigenvalue 0). Any submodule of U ⊆ R is isomorphic to one of the form P ⊕ R (U) with P a direct sum of preprojective indecomposables and 0 ≤ (U) ≤ (of course, P also depends on U but we will only care about the integer (U) here). Dually, any quotient of R is isomorphic to I ⊕ R ′ (U) for some preinjective I and 0 ≤ ′ (U) ≤ . Cerulli Irelli and Esposito show that the loci
stratify Gr β (R ) and that each stratum X \ X −1 is isomorphic to a classical Grassmannian variety (and thus has a cellular decomposition) [IE10] . We will show in this example how these strata can be constructed as rank loci. The preprojective P is the string module associated to the quiver mapping to Q:
(here, the labels of the vertices and arrows indicate where they map in Q). More precisely, if we write write for this map of quivers when the string (8) has vertices marked 1, and denote by I the representation of (8) with the vector space K at every vertex and identity map over each arrow, then we get P = * (I) using the pushforward definition from (2).
By removing the first vertex marked 2 and adjacent arrow marked , we get the string associated to the regular module R ; denote the corresponding morphism from the string to Q by . This gives us two rank functions 
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Many of the natural questions suggested by the main result and examples fall under the general umbrella of: "How do we choose rank functions and inequalities on them to get rank loci which are interesting in various situations?" In Example 19, more specifically we would like rank loci in a quiver Grassmannian which are better behaved or better understood than the original variety. In this example, we saw that a certain choice of rank data gave a stratification with strata isomorphic to known varieties (classical Grassmannians); more generally we might hope to construct rank loci which are at least fibered over some rank loci in a representation space of smaller dimension vector or for a smaller quiver. One end goal would be computation of or positivity of Euler characteristics for quiver Grassmannians relevant to cluster algebras.
Example 8 suggests a similar line of approach to the study of orbit closures in Rep(α). Typically, there are infinitely many orbits in a representation space if Q is not of Dynkin or affine Dynkin type, and we currently have no clear picture of the orbits, much less how their closures relate. Rank loci agglomerate many orbits by fixing discrete data; perhaps for wild-type quivers we can choose rank data to get loci whose degeneration order is more manageable.
Finally, it might be interesting to see if the singularities of certain rank loci (and their closures) are better behaved than orbit closures in wild representation type (see [Zwa03, Chi07] for examples of bad singularities in infinite type, and the numerous papers by Zwara and Zwara-Bobiński on singularities of orbit closures in more generality, e.g. [Zwa02, BZ02] 
